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ECONOMIC THEORY
THE EVOLUTION OF THE HUMAN CAPITAL THEORY
© 2014 Kazarian Margarita Albertovna
Doctor of Economics, Associate Professor
Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and State Service
under the President of the Russian Federation
Vernadskogo pr., 82, b. 1, Moscow, Russia, 119571
E-mail: oet2004@ya.ru
The article analyzes the evolution of the human capital theory. Considered the point of
view of leading scientific schools on this issue.
Key words: human capital, human potential, quantitative methods of analysis of the
effectiveness of investments in education, maximizers the behaviour of individuals.

THE DEVELOPMENT PARADIGMS OF GROWTH OF THE FIRM
© 2014 Kudina Marianna Valerievna
Doctor of Economics, Professor
© 2014 Kuzmin Sergey Sergeevich
PhD of Technical Sciences
Moscow State University named after M.V. Lomonosov
Lenin Hills, 1, Moscow, Russia, 119991
E-mail: sskuzmin@gmail.com
Three main paradigms of growth is causal, the results of the growth process and have
sufficient potential for development, the common feature of which is the possibility of
their use for practical implementation of growth. Development paradigms influence the
growth of uncertainty in the external environment and internal conditions of the existence
of organizations. Currently, the evolution of the integration of the growth paradigm,
which includes the concept of describing the mechanisms of Association of companies.
Key words: growth theory of the firm, the integration model of corporate growth goals and
objectives of the company’s growth.
References
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oranges? Appropriateness of knowledge accumulation across growth studies //
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growth // Small Business Economic. 2009. Vol. 32. P. 351-374.
5. Gilbert B., McDougall P., Audretsch D. New venture growth: A review and extension
// Journal of Management. 2006. Vol. 32. Р. 926-950.
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7. Innovation and growth: from R&D strategies of innovating firms to economy-wide
technological change / М. Andersson [et al.]. Oxford, 2012.
8. Tucker R. Driving growth through innovation: how leading firms are transforming
their futures (business). San Franciscо, 2008.
9. Stakeholder theory: the state of the art / E. Freeman [et al.]. Cambridge, 2010.

ECONOMY AND MANAGEMENT
FEATURES AND PRIORITY USE OF LAND RESOURCES IN THE REGION,
ASSESSMENT OF THEIR EFFECTIVENESS
(FOR EXAMPLE, THE REPUBLIC OF BURYATIA)
© 2014 Podprugin Maxim Olegovich
East-Siberian State University of Technology and Management
Klyuchevsky st., 40V, b. 1, Ulan-Ude, Republic of Buryatia, Russia, 670013
E-mail: podprugin.max@yandex.ru
We are talking about the features, challenges and priorities of the use of land resources in
the Republic of Buryatia. The article also describes the model of turnover of financial and
land resources in the municipality. Evaluate the effectiveness of measures to optimize the
use of land resources in the region based on the concept of sustainable development.
Key words: region, sustainable development, land resources, Republic of Buryatia.

ECONOMIC ACCESSIBILITY OF FOREST RESOURCES
AND ACCESSIBILITY
© 2014 Mayorov Igor Gennadievich
PhD in Economics
Moscow State University of Fine Chemical Technologies
named after M.V. Lomonosov
Vernadsky pr., 86, Moscow, Russia, 119571
© 2014 Tretyakov Alexander Georgievich
PhD in Economics
Moscow State Forest University
1st Institutskaya st., 1, Mytischi, Moscow region, Russia, 141005
E-mail: lvls@mail.ru
The paper presents an analysis of the assessment of the impact of transport on the affordability
factor of forest resources. The main objects of analysis are the costs of hauling wood and
the costs of construction and maintenance of roads. Suggested the use of “reduced distance
hauling” in assessing the economic accessibility of forest resources.
Key words: forest rent, transport accessibility, forest infrastructure, the cost of transporting
the wood, the cost of construction and maintenance of roads.
The article describes one of the mechanisms for solving the problem of public policy
for the intensification of forest management - the transition to the determination of
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allowable cut due to the economic availability of forests and their division for the intended
purpose, as well as the level of development of transport infrastructure, commodity and
rock-age structure of plants.
The author notes that the establishment does not leave potentially possible forests,
and the formation of economically feasible volumes of forest management will create
preconditions for the implementation of plans generated on the one hand, and on the
other hand will create conditions for improving the system of payments for forest resources.
The main factors determining the value of forest rents, and thus the economic
accessibility of forest resources tranport. Highlighted the concept of “accessibility”
(“territorial availability”), and reviewed its interpretation.
The paper presents an analysis of the assessment of the impact of transport on the
affordability factor of forest resources. The main objects of analysis are the costs of
hauling wood and the costs of construction and maintenance of roads. Suggested the use
of “reduced distance hauling” in assessing the economic accessibility of forest resources.
References
1. On approval of the basis of the state policy regarding the use, protection and
reproduction of forests in the Russian Federation for the period up to 2030 : order of the
Government of the Russian Federation of 26.09.2013 № 1724-r // Collected Legislation of
the Russian Federation. 07/10/2013. № 40. Р III. Art. 5096.
2. Niskanen A., Petrov A., Filoushkina G. Economic accessibility of forest resources in
Northwest Russia // Scientific paper presented in Biennial meeting of the Scandinavian
Society of Forest Economics and 3rd Berkeley-KVL Conference of Natural Resource
Management May 21-25, 2002. Gilleleje, Denmark, 2002.
3. Petrov A.P. Rent payments - an effective mechanism for increasing the yield of
forest // The use and protection of natural resources in Russia. 2002. № 3. Р. 82-84.
4. Filyushkin G.N. Rent as a criterion of economic accessibility of forest resources //
Actual problems of forest industry. Petrozavodsk, 2002. P. 22-25.
5. Evaluation of forest rents and increase the efficiency of rent payments in Russia /
O.A. Eysmont [et al.]. Moscow, 2002.
6. Zaitsev A.V. Assessment of the competitiveness of the forest resources // Economy
and effective organization of production. Bucharest, 2007 Р. 79-82.
7. Pochinkov S.V. The economic basis for sustainable forest management: effective
assimilation and reproduction of forest resources. St. Petersburg, 2007.
8. Pochinkov S.V. Ah, the road // LesPromInform. 2009. № 2 (60). P. 70-75.
9. Romanov E.S., Lavrov I.V. Structuring concepts of accessibility of forest resources
// Forest magazine. 2006. № 3. P. 121-126.
10. Shutov I.V. Milestones in Russian forestry. St. Petersburg, 2012.

EFFICIENCY OF WOOD CONSUMPTION IN THE FORESTRY SECTOR
AND THE ECONOMIC ACCESSIBILITY OF FOREST RESOURCES
© 2014 Tretyakov Alexander Georgievich
PhD in Economics
Moscow State Forest University
1st Institutskaya st., 1, Mytischi, Moscow region, Russia, 141005
E-mail: lvls@mail.ru
The assessment of the economic accessibility of forest resources depends on market prices
for timber products and the effectiveness of the consumption of wood in processing
industries. This analysis of the formation of marginal prices for raw materials by the type of
processing industries for the conditions of the Arkhangelsk region allows to estimate the
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most perspective directions of its use, as well as it establishes the limits of the possible
growth of prices of roundwood. As objects of analysis, the production of pulp, lumber,
plywood, fiberboard and pellets were examined.
Key words: marginal cost of raw materials, economic accessibility of forest resources,
processing plants, forest rent.
This article discusses one of the key issues of public policy for the intensification of forest
management - the formation of tools to assess the economic accessibility of forest resources.
The author notes that the recognition of economically accessible resources depends on
the criterion that should be a quantitative measure to express the border effective decisions
when planning resource development. This boundary is established for a certain period of
time, retaining the existing conditions of development resources.
Approaches to the evaluation criteria of economic accessibility, namely, providing
standard level of profitability by using modern organizational and technological level of
development resources and equality of consideration or exceeded the value of forest rents
values regulatory cost of reproduction, and protection of forests.
The article notes that the formation of estimates of forest rents, as well as the economic
accessibility of forest resources, have a significant impact market selling price of the final
product and the efficiency of wood consumption.
The analysis of the formation of marginal commodity prices by type of processing
facilities for the conditions of the Arkhangelsk region, which allows to evaluate the most
promising areas of its use, as well as to establish the boundaries of the possible rise in
prices for round timber. The objects of analysis considered the production of pulp, lumber,
plywood, fiberboard and pellets.
References
1. Shutov I.V. Milestones of the Russian forestry. St. Petersburg, 2012.
2. Pfaienshtil I.V. Principles of ecological and economic availability of Forest Resources
of the Krasnoyarsk Territory: thesis for the scientific degree of the candidate of agricultural
sciences. Krasnoyarsk, 2002.
3. Benderskyi J.G., Varfolomeev I.V., Lopatin A.P. Problems of economic evaluation of
natural resource potential of the Krasnoyarsk Territory (preprint). 2001. URL:
www.nrk.crossipk.ru/body/sites_Saz/TeKCTbi/preprint_3112.doc.
4. Niskanen A., Petrov A., Filoushkina G. Economic accessibility of forest resources in
Northwest Russia // Scientific paper presented in Biennial meeting of the Scandinavian
Society of Forest Economics and 3rd Berkeley-KVL Conference of Natural Resource
Management, May 21-25, 2002. Gilleleje, Denmark, 2002.
5. Petrov A.P. Rental payments - the effective mechanism for increasing the yield of
forest // The use and protection of natural resources in Russia. 2002. № 3. P. 82-84.
6. Knyazeva G.A. Affordability of Forest Resources of the Republic of Komi //
Corporate governance and innovative development of the North: Bulletin of Research
Center of corporate law, management and venture capital Syktyvkar State University.
2005. № 4. URL: http://koet.syktsu.ru/vestnik/2005/2005-4/15.htm.
7. Pochinkov S.V. Methods of assessing the rent of wood forest resources // Forestry.
2004. № 3. P. 8-13.
8. Filyushkina G.N. Rent as a criterion of economic accessibility of forest resources
// Actual problems of timber production. Petrozavodsk, 2002. Р. 22-25.
9. Evaluation of forest rents and increase the efficiency of rental payments in Russia /
O.A. Eysmont [et al.]. Moscow, 2002.
10. Petrunin V.V. On the development of rental payments for the use of forest resources
// Tax Bulletin. 2005. № 5. P. 62-67.
11. Pinyagina N. Forest Development Strategy of the Arkhangelsk Region //
LesPromInform. 2013. № 7 (97). Р. 28-45.
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12. Socio-economic situation of the Arkhangelsk region without the Nenets Autonomous
Okrug in 2013 // Arhangelskstat. Arhangelsk, 2014.

PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
AT THE ENTERPRISE PRODUCING INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
© 2014 Bratukhina Elena Alexandrovna
Samara State University of Economics (Syzran branch)
Lyudinovsky st., 23, Syzran, Samara region, Russia, 446022
E-mail: ly-79@yandex.ru
This article examines the relationships of structural units in logistics system which coordinates
all production processes, including procurement. The paper suggests mechanism for
procurement management of industrial enterprise on the basis of the systematic approach.
Key words: procurement, procurement management, logistic system.
Current economic conditions for the functioning of the companies in the market of
industrial equipment reinforce their dependence on suppliers and consumers demands ,
that is why it is necessary to change the approach to the planning and management of
procurement. Analyzing the traditional approach in management of enterprise resources in
the field of “production - consumption”, the lack of coordination at various stages of the
enterprise functioning is revealed.
The author offers some suggestions on the implementation of procurement management
system at the enterprise, which are based on eight basic principles of international quality
standards.
The author shares the view that a well-built system of procurement management
allows to make decisions on the supply of the production process with necessary materials
in time. The formulated systematic approach, as well as, the recommended principles of
procurement management in the logistic system allow enterprises to function smoothly
and to compete in the current and future market conditions.
References
1. Arkhipova N.I., Solyankina L.N. Management of the production system in the
market conditions // Economy and Law. 2006. No. 1.
2. Uvarov S.A. Logistics supply in the supply chain management // Logistics and
Supply Chain Management. 2012. № 3 (50).
3. Sosunova L.A., Makarova N.V. Strategy formation material management // Bulletin
of the Samara State University of Economics. 2010. № 70.

THE EXHIBITION INDUSTRY OF RUSSIA DURING ECONOMIC RECESSION
OF 2009 - 2011: THE EXPERIENCE OF STABILIZATION AND RESTORATION
© 2014 Simonov Kirill Vyacheslavovich
PhD in Economics
RLP-Yarmarka Ltd.
Zubovsky, 22/39, Moscow, Russia, 119021
E-mail: ecsn@sciex.ru
The anti-recessionary experience of 2009-2011 useful for the development of measures for
stabilization of Russian exhibition industry which found a tendency to delay in 2014 is
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presented. The nature of Russian exhibition sector transformation under the recession
influence is considered. Ways for adaptation of the domestic exhibition industry to crisis
changes are investigated. Features of the national exhibition sector restoration after the
sharp phase of the crisis are shown. Recommendations on the exhibition industry management
during an economic recession are formulated.
Key words: exhibition industry; trade fair market; exhibition; recession.
The exhibition industry of Russia is the particular section of economy responsible for
preparation and holding of trade exhibitions. On it’s importance and complexity Russian
exhibition industry is comparable to a number of the most important manufacture and
service sectors of the countries’ economic. Now Russian exhibition industry is operating
under the negative influence of the recession taking place in the national economy.
The analysis of crisis experience of 2009 - 2011 allowed to formulate a number of
recommendations on providing of Russian exhibition industry stabilization and growth in a
complicated for the national economic period.
1. Updating of exhibition programs and projects, the revision of expositions subjects
priorities, trade fairs reformatting, joint project management by several organizers, new
exhibition topics search, diversification in the direction of congress activity.
2. Revision of strategy of exhibitions advance and advertizing, implementation of
special measures for involvement of commercial visitors, extending of events and business
programs connected with trade fairs.
3. Concentration on formation of favorable market conditions for domestic
manufacturers, concentration on stimulation of demand and activity of sales of Russian
enterprises products, focusing on the increasing of exposition opportunities for medium
and small business.
4. Application of flexible and transparent price policy, providing preferences to key
exhibitors and target visitors, research of the ways of reducing of hotel, transportation,
customs and other costs for exhibitions participants.
5. Reduction of expenses, optimization of the organization and personnel structure of
the companies-exhibitions organizers, in-sourcing application.
For the rest the prospects of the exhibition industry of Russia are defined by the
further development of the economical and political situation in the country and in the
world, oil prices, national currency rate, domestic industry condition, and also depends on
the course of import substitution plans implementation which were proclaimed by Russian
government.
References
1. Simonov K.V Up-to-date expo-business: business environment & management
technologies. Moscow, 2014.
2. Expo-activity: Terms and definitions. GOST P 53103-2008. Moscow, 2009.
3. Russian Classification of Economic Activities. URL: http://classifikators.ru/okved.
4. RUEF: the main indicators of exhibition activity in 9 months of 2014 // Expo
Vedomosti. 2014. № 5-6. Р. 10-11.
5. Exhibitions of Russia: figures and facts // Expo Vedomosti. 2010. № 2. Р. 20-21.
6. Audited Trade Shows. RUEF Statistical Survey. Moscow, 2010.
7. Exhibitions of Moscow: figures and facts // Udacha Expo. 2011. № 8.
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ORGANIZATION PROCESS OPTIMIZATION
ON A HAULAGE COMPANY
© 2014 Alistarova Nina Vladimirovna
© 2014 Ivanov Dmitri Yurievich
Doctor of Economics, Associate Professor
Samara State Aerospace University named after Academician S.P.Korolev
(national research university)
Moskovskoe sh., 34, Samara, Russia, 443086
E-mail: ssau_ivanov@mail.ru
Today companies, establishing a long-term business in passenger traffic sector, are hanging
behind in new generation vehicles equipment in comparison with worldwide practice.
Wastage of machinery assets in motor transport sector is exceeding 50 %. Out-of-date
equipment fleet maintenance is unprofitable to haulage companies, competitive vehicle
scarcity grows every year & assets’ retirement rate is several times more than its renewal,
which leads to lack of new economic vehicles. Lack of funds reduces ability of motor
manufacturers to produce required transport, & capability of haulage companies to obtain
it, so both supply & demand for home-produced cars decreases not only in Russia.
Lessee gets revenue from leasing property maintenance. It consists of the revenue from
providing services with the use of this property & from advertisement positioning on it. At
the same time the lessee bears the costs of permanent contributions to the lessor (lease
payments) & other expenses (maintenance, technical & organizational gear handling,
personnel teaching & retraining, property maintenance upkeep, gas, oil & lubricants
expenditure, etc). In the lessor’s point of view, commission rate is a parameter, which
directly defines his profit, while for the lessee, on the contrary, it’s the costs’ indicator.
Thus, the aim of this publication is to choose such a parameter of the lease contract, that
on the one hand would consider lessee’s financial possibilities & on the other - would
provide required profitability for the lessor, i.e. optimization of their cooperation process.
Issues of this publication are, firstly, lease companies activity essence & special aspects
investigation, as well as procedures of interaction with the acceptor of an innovative
leasing subject. Secondly, examination of current mechanisms of B2B cooperation. Thirdly,
application of optimization methods as exemplified by some haulage company. So, the
math interaction model between lessee and lessor is formed. Using certain numbers, it’s
possible to get optimal range of auctioneer’s rate parameter, which helps to figure each
bargain participant’s profit and the principles of its functioning. Further investigations of
this topic can help to answer the question of best satisfaction of each participant’s interest
and compromise reaching. That, certainly, will redefine the development of economy.
Key words: optimization, organizational process, mathematic model, lessor, lessee.
References
1. Eremin A.N. Business math models and methods of forming relations in leasing when
airlines are organized on conditions that strategy is intensified // Herald of Samara State
Aerospace University. 2011. № 4. P.12-16.
2. Eremin A.N. Model of forming relations in leasing when airlines discounter are
organized // Herald of Saint-Petersburg State University of Economics. Library
“Economics”. 2010. P. 333-338.
3. Ozernov R.S. The model of interests reconciliation between participators of leasing
// Digest of All-Russian theoretical and practical conference papers “Math model of
contemporary economic processes and methods of analysis and synthesis economic
machinery”. Samara, 2005. № 4. P. 36-39.
4. Kapitonеnko V.V., Egorova U.E. Pricing models in leasing and boosting of technical
upgrading of lessee // Herald of SUM. 2007. № 20. P. 7-15.
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5. Egorova U.E. Simulation of organizational mechanism of interaction between the
lessor and the subdivision // Thesis of reports from 23 All-Russian theoretical conference of
young scientists and students “Reforms in Russia, problems of management”, 2008.
6. Ivanov D.U., Golubeva T.V., Alistarova N.V. Design of the interaction mathematical
model of the lessor and the lessee of environmentally friendly transport // Herald of Samara
Scientific Center of Russian Academy of Science. - Samara: Publishing house of Samara
Scientific Center of Russian Academy of Science. 2013. B. 15, № 6(4). P. 1067-1073.

CONSTRUCTION OF MARKET STRATEGY
OF FOOD INDUSTRY ENTERPRISES
© 2014 Toguzaev Takhir Hayatovich
Kabardino-Balkar State University
Chernishevsky st., 173, Kabardino-Balkar Republic, Nalchik, Russia, 360004
© 2014 Shirokov Sergey Nikolayevich
St. Petersburg State Agrarian University
St. Petersburg highway, 2, St. Petersburg, Pushkin, Russia, 196601
E-mail: natalia.fomina@mail.ru
In article problems of formation of market strategy of the enterprises of food processing
are considered. Opinions of leading scientists by principles of market strategy construction
are analysed. Strategic problems of food processing are shown.
Key words: strategy, strategic management, food processing

THE SEQUENCE OF DEVELOPMENT AND METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACHES TO ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF STRUCTURAL POLICY IN THE TIMBER INDUSTRY OF THE REGION*
© 2014 Oleynik Elena Borisovna
PhD in Economics, Associate Professor
© 2014 Golovko Nikolаy Ivanovoch
Doctor of Technical Sciences
Far Eastern Federal University
Sukhanova st., 8, Vladivostok, Russia, 690091
E-mail: tzeldner@gmail.com
Conditions of implementation and complexity of the development of structural policy in
the timber industry. Proposed sequence of development of the theoretical foundations of
structural policy in the regional timber industry and ways of improvement of structural
policy. Developed a system of indicators of the state of forestry of the subject region. The
proposed methodological approaches to assessing the effectiveness of structural policy in
the timber industry.
Key words: forestry. forest complex, assessment of the effectiveness of structural policy,
ifferentiated approach, , areas of improvement, performance appraisal, structural policies,
differentiated approach, the performance indicators.
* The work was supported by the Ministry of education and science of the Russian Federation.
Government job No. 1398.2014.
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The development of forest relations, continuous complication of conditions for the forest
sector of the economy are forced to look for new and improve existing methods of improving
its structure. The implementation of structural reforms in Russia is much more complicated
than in any of the countries, which has long been designed by the market mechanism. It is this
circumstance is due to the need to develop own art structural policy precluding an exact copy
foreign experience. The main area of improvement of the structural policy for the coming
period is the reform of regional timber industry complex, taking into account the specifics of
each administrative-territorial unit, the accumulation of the necessary operational and financial
capabilities to implement real structural transformation. We believe that the integral indicator
of structural efficiency of the forest policy should be considered in dynamics. Positive dynamics
will be evidence of the effectiveness of policies. Effectiveness evaluation should be performed
annually, which would make timely adjustments in the process of improving the structure of
the forest sector. We also note other important areas of improvement of structural policy in
the forest sector: improvement work on the organization of foreign economic activity, which
determines the direction of the main flow of forest products for export, increasing the interest
of producers in the organization of production of high quality end products, the efficiency of
Federal agencies on strategic issues of foreign trade.

THE ADAPTATION OF FOREIGN EXPERIENCE OF DEVELOPMENT
OF REGIONAL SOCIAL SPHERE ON THE BASIS
OF STATE-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
© 2014 Khomeriki Nailya Borisovna
PhD in Economics, Associate Professor
Moscow State University of Technologies and Management
named after K.G. Razumovsky
Earthen shaft st., 73, Moscow, Russia, 109004
E-mail: nb1605@mail.ru
The article discusses the possibility of adaptation of foreign experience of development of
regional social sphere on the basis of state-private partnership. Identify opportunities for
creating toll roads based on the adaptation of foreign experience for PPP support services
garage infrastructure in the regions of Russia. Recommendations of a legal nature.
Key words: Public-private partnership, method, social services, transport infrastructure,
transport policy, government, international experience, government regulation, strategy.
Analysis of foreign experience of state regulation of the transport system relevant to
modern Russia in the conditions of implementation of the Transport strategy of the
Russian Federation for the period up to 2030. In developed countries has had positive
experiences using various methods of state regulation, passed the path to implementation
in software deregulation of the transport market.
Foreign experience of state regulation of transport is of interest to the Russian Federation
in the light of such strategic principles (1) the priority of the state-legal Department of
transport; 2) the supremacy of Federal laws in the sphere of management of transport
system (USA, Germany); 3) interaction of public authorities at Federal and regional levels
with local authorities in the sphere of transport; 4) the combination of state control in this
area with the deregulation of the transport market with the assistance of private enterprise.
Foreign experience of state regulation of transport is of interest to Key development
strategy of transport in cities is a transport policy with respect to their centers. However,
the solution center is always beyond. There are three main fundamental approach.
1. The principle of full freedom of movement and Parking place for passenger cars is
at the initial stage of motorization, when machines among citizens is not enough.
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2. The principle of prohibitions and restrictions is a more extreme direction of transport
policy in relation to the city centre.
3. The system of reasonable alternatives - “Parking place+Trip” (“P+P” ) (overseas
practice “Park and Ride” (“R+R”)).
The legal recommendations in this case can be, firstly, to develop a detailed concept
of the project addressing the urgent social needs of the population, and secondly, socially
equitable distribution of income from such public-private partnership.
References
1. Transport strategy of the Russian Federation for the period till 2030. URL: http://
rosavtodor.ru/information/Osnovnye_dokumenty/transportnaya_strategiya_rf_na_
period__do_2030_goda.html.
2. Constantinou such as Legal aspects of development of modern transport in Germany.
Moscow, 2005.
3. Ascension N.N. Foreign investment: Russia and world experience (comparative review).
Moscow, 2005.
4. Arkhipov V. Century of Foreign investment as a lever to lift the country’s economy
// Asia and Africa today. 2004. № 8.
5. Actual problems of transport / ed. Century Stolyarova. St. Petersburg, 2003.
6. Heidt A.A. Mechanism and a system of strategic planning of development of road
transport infrastructure. St. Petersburg, 2004.
7. Kozlov V.P. System to estimate the economic efficiency of investment projects in
transport. Moscow, 2006.
8. Chernetsky V., Shenkman M. Change movement: what legislators can learn from
European cities // Expert-online. 06.09.2007. URL: http://expert.ru/2007/09/6/cherneckiy.
9. Maksimov V. Public-private partnership in the transport infrastructure. Evaluation
criteria for concession tenders. Moscow, 2010.
METHODS FOR HOUSING RENOVATION
© 2014 Voronin Ivan Alexandrovich
Leading engineer
Construction Department № 155
Leninsky pr. 81, Moscow, Russia, 117261
E-mail: oet2004@ya.ru
This article deals with the methods of the renovation of the housing stock of the Russian
Federation.
Key words: methods, renovation, housing, rehabilitation, redevelopment.
INSTITUTIONAL ELASTICITY FORMATIONAL STRUCTURE RUSSIAN
LOGISTICS MARKET IN THE CONTEXT OF THE IMPACT OF THE CRISIS
TENDENCIES OF DEVELOPMENT
© 2014 Mikhailyuk Mikhail Vladimirovich
PhD in Economics
Rostov State University of Railway Transport
Pl. Rostov Infantry Regiment People’s Militia, 2, Rostov-on-Don, Russia, 344038
E-mail: Mihailuk.M@gmail.сom
In the article the author justification prerequisites factors, conditions and specific features
of modern transformation formational structure of the logistics market in Russia, the
empirical diagnosis which is based on scientific and practical study of two key messages.
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The first - a fixed structure of the logistics industry in Russia and the factors of its
formation and development immanent in modern retrospect. Second - preconditions and
factors of crisis the development of domestic professional logistics in modern conditions
limiting opportunistic growth drivers of the domestic economy, sanctions restrictions,
independent anti-crisis restructuring of the logistics business in the 2015-2016.
Key words: logistics market, demand, supply, outsourcing, transportation services, 3PLprovider, production and trade.
The author presents the rationale prerequisites factors, conditions and specific features
of modern transformation formational structure of the logistics market in Russia.
Empirical reassessment of the consolidation process of the institutional structure of
the logistics market is implemented in the context of the author - from the perspective of
the spirit of key messages. The first is a fixed structure of the logistics industry in Russia
and the factors of its natural evolution in the formation and development of modern
retrospect. Second - preconditions and factors of crisis the development of domestic
professional logistics in modern conditions limiting opportunistic growth drivers of the
domestic economy, sanctions restrictions.
More in-depth analytical emphasis on the author makes an assessment of factors and
conditions of the current stand-alone anti-crisis restructuring of the logistics business in
the 2015-2016.
On the basis of summarizing the complexities of the modern development of the
Russian economy, the author shows that the logistics outsourcing in Russia was not yet on
the path of sustainable growth homogeneous, which is a measure of his regular anti-crisis
transformation, which will last at least two years and will not work on qualitative effective
transformation of the market structure on the supply side. This turbulence distinguishes
the Russian market by European and creates a certain braking effect of its institutional
growth, supported by the chaotic system of administration of the national economy, its
instability, projected on the individual industrial markets, including logistics.

IMPROVING THE MANAGEMENT OF CORPORATE INNOVATION SYSTEM
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One of the strategy aims in national economy marked by most important state programms
is competitiveness companyes increase. Modern market more dynamic than in XX centure
and what nowadays is actual tomorrow may will be obsolete it mean not profitable and not
perspective. That is why Russia should improve the competitiveness and acting ahead ot
the curve. It need an innovation trends that is creation new industries and development
companyes based on high technologies.
Key words: innovation, corporation, corporation organization model.
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PLANNING OF ACTIVITY OF THE ENTERPRISE
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Article is devoted to disclosure of essence and the importance of planning of activity of
subjects of managing in modern market conditions of economy, to consideration of the
principles and methods of planning.
Key words: planning, economy, planned indicators, principles and methods of planning,
economic entity.
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The article examines factors influencing costs of building materials industrial enterprises,
basic and innovative level of development of industrial enterprises producing building
materials from a perspective of organization costs control efficiency, selection criteria of
cost management methods, approach to costing at construction materials producing
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enterprises of closed type. The dependence of building materials enterprises performance
on the applied cost accounting method is determined. The author makes a hypothesis
about dependence of the choice of cost management method at building materials enterprises
on the life cycle stage of enterprise. The necessity of choosing of cost management
method depending on the characteristics of enterprise life cycle stage is being substantiated
in order to control the efficiency of its operations.
Key words: building materials industry, management, costs, criteria, factors of external
and internal environment, cost-based approach to the management of the enterprise,
life cycle of the organization
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The tendencies of the development operations of commercial banks on the securities
market of the Russian Federation (on the example of Sberbank of Russia), problems and
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directions of their development. Considerable space was devoted to the study of the
functions of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation on regulation and supervision.
Key words: market of securities, debt and equity securities, megaregulator.

BOOK KEEPING, STATISTICS
THE CONCEPT OF A REGIONAL SYSTEM
OF MORTGAGE LENDING AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF A SYSTEM OF INDICATORS FOR ITS SPECIFICATION
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In the article the existing approaches to the interpretation of the concept “system of
mortgage lending” are analyzed. The system of statistical indicators is proposed for analysis
of regional systems of mortgage lending as well as evaluation of the factors affecting their
territorial differentiation.
Key words: mortgage, mortgage lending system, the regional system, the system of statistical
indicators.
The problem of housing affordability is one of the most pressing challenges that Russia
faces. One of its possible solutions is the development of system of mortgage lending
(SoML). This system is studied in the works of many scientists and experts in the field of
banking. Among them, we identified a number of approaches to the definition SoML:
institutional approach, functional approach, and the approach that considers SoML as a
set of relations. Basing on this interpretations, we consider SoML as an open system that
reflects the totality of relations, mechanisms and relationships that occur between its
elements (subjects) for the functioning of mortgage lending basing on the classical principles
of the loan.
Due to the fact that any system consists of elements, we have identified the following
subjects of SoML: borrowers, real estate market, banks, investors and the state. The
development of a national system of mortgage lending in Russia is impossible without its
development in the regions of Russian Federation. Therefore in the Russian regions exist
their own regional SoML. For their evaluation, we developed a system of statistical
indicators that consists of 2 blocks of dependent variables and of 5 blocks of independent.
Block Y1 characterizes the state of mortgage lending in the region through volume
indicators. Y2 block allows to compare regional SoML with regional economy (GRP).
Block X1 characterizes the regional market of mortgage lending. Block X2 describes the
regional real estate market. Block X3 gives a description of the borrowers in the region
through indicators of living standards. In block X4 indicators characterizing the security of
banking services in the region are presented. Block X5 presents consists indicators of
refinancing loans and secondary mortgage markets in the regions. The formed system of
statistical indicators is a basis for further investigation phase - their statistical
parameterization in order to study the territorial differentiation.
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GLOBAL ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION
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The paper analyzes the current problems of the world economic system in the context of
the monograph by A.T. Spitsyn “Global transformation and innovative modernization of
the economy in the XXI Century” (M.: Economics , 2014). Strategic guidelines for the
development of the Russian economy are viewed in the system of new industrialization
and dynamic process of optimum reproduction, by involvement of the Customs Union
integration potential and the Eurasian Economic Space.
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Key words: UIS, development, innovation factors, global transformation.
Transition of mankind from the twentieth century to the twenty-first second designated
time band-ous events are very strong and contradictory affecting the fate of different countries
and peoples, but also, as it turns out with the passage of time, and the fate of the world
community as a whole. There was a need for special the study of such processes on the
transition of socio-political and economic, (primarily) systems of individual countries and
groups of as many as one of the first states in the qualitative detection of radically different
state (behind-the-parts representing several generic and misty form). First and foremost, the
need to study such processes delineated with respect to transformations of national economies,
creating after the collapse of the Soviet Union, which set out to Shape-vat on their territories
market-oriented economy, similar to the institutional terms of economies of the developed
West. These and other post-socialist (and sometimes to developing) countries that have
embarked on the path of radical market reforms, stuck the name “transition economies”,
and those of their targeted market transformation began to be called “economic
transformation.” These transformations were a response to the demands of the global economy
that developed in the last quarter of the twentieth century, and they propagation-country
influence, although to varying degrees, all countries of the world.
The Book by Professor Spitsyn at all, maybe full of special passion for materials
related to one country in the UIS - to Kazakhstan (which, as I said, is understandable and
justified because of the specific life experiences of the author), will be interesting to the
every reader, no matter where he lives in UIS countries or not , because it energizes the
strategic transformation in our countries, in the context of the urgent strengthening of
global instability in the world.
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The article discusses the theory of economic space, analyzes the theory of clusters, the
characteristic of cluster policy in the EU, aimed at stimulating innovation. Conclusions
about the necessity of formation and development of joint international cluster systems.
Key words: economic space, cluster, clustering of economic space, a cluster system.
The article examines the stages of development of economic space, ranging from the
so-called “Standort theory” by Johann von Thьnen, B. Launhardta and A. Weber., and
ending with the theory of spatial industrial clusters M. Porter.
Here are three conceptually different approaches to the definition of clusters (clusters
as a result of economies of agglomeration; competitiveness clusters as geographically
concentrated interconnected companies whose activities are aimed at improving the
competitiveness and technical-economic clusters that are built on interbranch relations)
and highlights the advantages of cluster analysis for the purposes of industrial policy.
We consider a cluster policy as a tool to stimulate innovation development through
close cooperation of manufacturing companies, research organizations and local authorities.
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There have been areas in which development occurs international cluster systems in
the EU zone (formation of clusters involving businesses of two or more countries, the
creation of cross-border clusters, which are formed in the border regions of neighboring
countries, the creation of so-called globalizing clusters, which are composed of one or
even a few multinational companies, which form the core of the cluster itself).
The paper draws conclusions about the necessity of formation and development of
joint international cluster systems.
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This article provides an active and responsible participation of Vietnam in the Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation since 1998, which marks an important step towards the integration
of Vietnam into the world economy and its development of cooperation with the countries
of the Asia-Pacific.
Key words: multilateral integration, partnership, summit, foreign investment, deepening
economic cooperation, competitiveness, legal and institutional reform.
Up to now, APEC has become an important mechanism for economic cooperation in
the Asia Pacific region. It has 21 participants, including leading economies of the world,
such as USA, China, Japan. Vietnam joined APEC in November 1998, marking an important
step towards the integration into the world economy and the development of cooperation
with the countries of the Asia-Pacific.
Vietnam is an active and responsible member of this forum. Joining the APEC contributed
to the development of bilateral relations with the countries of the region. Currently,
Vietnam continues to be involved in promoting the priorities of APEC issues, including
food security, disaster management, water management, protection of marine resources. It
is supposed to pay particular attention to the development of cooperation in the areas that
are particularly important for Vietnam, including energy, climate change, natural resources
and education.
During the period of the last 15 years of interaction with APEC Vietnam has significantly
expanded the supply of the external market with their traditional export products. The
expansion of foreign economic relations allows to create new jobs and start new businesses.
Through interaction with the APEC, Vietnam has the opportunity to develop their export
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potential, improve product quality and thus become more attractive to foreign companies
for cooperation.
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